Pantone 2019: Alluring ‘Living Coral’ Décor
from KOKET
Add a Touch of Pantone’s 2019 Color of the Year, Living Coral, to Your Interior with Bold and
Luxurious Designs by KOKET
The Pantone Color of the Year 2019 is out as I am sure you have heard and with its bold vivacity and soft feminine undertones Living Coral is a color made for KOKET!
Searching for ways to incorporate this warm and vibrant color into your interior design?
Below, KOKET has curated a selection of eye-catching coral-hued decor pieces. Each KOKET
design is crafted by master artisans and jewelers in Portugal who leave no detail or element
forgotten. The brand’s empowering statement pieces are a perfect match for this joyous and
playful color.
Simultaneously energetic and mellow Living Coral embraces us with warmth. Reminescent
of its lively existence in nature the orange-pink color draws us in with its comforting familiarity and encourages lighthearted activity while standing symbolic of our innate need for optimism in today’s world.
Bring love and bold energy to your interior with these stunning KOKET creations and luxurious signature KOKET textiles in Pantone’s Living Coral!
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KOKET - The brand
Daring design aesthetic, high impact events, lavish presentations, notoriously risqué ad
campaigns and inspiring editorial, have an uncanny way of conveying KOKET’s mission to
inspire love and empower through its statement pieces and unique design driven
experiences and content.
The innate desire to seduce and entice its devotees is perfectly illustrated in the Guilty
Pleasures and Exotic Opulence Collections composed of dramatic case goods, luscious
upholstery, exquisite lighting and decadent furs; all of which mesmerize with their magical
mineral medleys, lux metallics, vibrant jewel tones and exotic peacock feathers.
KOKET’s savoir faire is intoxicating! The line is manufactured by master artisans and jewelers
who leave no detail or element forgotten. KOKET’s principal designers are a group of exceptionally artistic and well-rounded product designers who are led by Janet’s creative eye and
almost fanatic strive for perfection. The brand is managed by an elite staff of highly skilled
individuals who strive to create moments of design seduction while seamlessly selling the
collection worldwide through a selective network of interior designers and luxury retail
stores.
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